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Abstract: Securing information is a testing issue in today’s time. Remembering it we have proposed another procedure which is
the mix of Elliptic Cryptography and picture Steganography improved with another safe component for era of another, hearty
security framework. Encryption is utilized to transmit information safely in open systems. Every kind of information has its own
particular included elements. With the development of web, security of advanced pictures has turned out to be increasingly vital.
Thusly extraordinary procedures ought to be utilized to shield classified picture information from unapproved get to. In this
paper we have encoded information utilizing grid and elliptic bends and utilized the idea of Steganography by concealing the
created purposes of the scrambled information in a picture. Essentially we have proposed a half breed display utilizing open key
based Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) and picture Steganography which give more security than a Single ECC or
Steganography strategies alone. Encryption and Decryption process are given in points of interest with case. The relative
investigation of proposed plan and the current plan is made. Our proposed calculation is gone for better encryption for a wide
range of information and the yield stego pictures uncover that our proposed strategy is hearty. The principle goal is to help
clients from various groups to exchange critical data safely who are utilizing open system for correspondence.
Keywords: Cryptography, Steganography, Prime matrix, Mask matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trading data over web has turned into an inescapable piece
of our everyday life. In any case, keeping up security is
exceptionally far-fetched. Thus, encryption is the main way
out to change our data into human blocked off organization.
Cryptography is the system where security building meets
science. Encryption utilizes numerical plans and calculations
to scramble the substance of a message.[1] likewise an
unscrambling calculation takes an encoded and reestablishes
it to its unique frame for utilizing one or various keys. For the
most part cryptographic keys are extensively characterized
into Private and Public keys. Open encryption is otherwise
called hilter kilter enter encryption and in lieu of private
encryption is known as symmetric key encryption[2][3]. The
private key is known just to your PC, while the general
population key is given by your PC to any PC that necessities
correspondence with it in a secured way. In this paper,
secured information exchange with the assistance of
cryptography with Boolean variable based math and key idea
is exceptionally accentuated.
Cryptosystems in view of Elliptic Curves are one of the
most recent advancements in Public-Key Cryptography.
Proposed 10 years after RSA calculation, they got expanded
business acknowledgment and were incorporated into
imperative security principles. These days, they are among
the most appealing applicants in new improvements of
cryptographic plans both in equipment and programming. On

account of the one of a kind properties of elliptic bends, the
cryptosystems in light of them accomplish a craved security
level with fundamentally littler keys than the more customary
plans (for example, a 160-piece elliptic bend key gives an
indistinguishable level of security from a 1024-piece RSA
key). Another intriguing utilization of elliptic bends is in the
supposed character based cryptosystems: in 1984, A. Shamir
suggested a conversation starter whether there an open key
encryption plan might be assembled in view of users‟
characters (individual ID, email and so forth.) as open keys,
rather than established open key cryptography where open
keys ought to be approved. The principal completely useful
such framework was proposed just in 2001, worked in basic
route on elliptic bends.
II. RELATED WORK
Trading data over web has turned into an inescapable piece
of our everyday life. In any case, keeping up security is
exceptionally farfetched. Thus, encryption is the main way
out to change our data into human blocked off organization.
Cryptography is the system where security building meets
science. Encryption utilizes numerical plans and calculations
to scramble the substance of a message.[1] likewise an
unscrambling calculation takes an encoded and reestablishes
it to its unique frame for utilizing one or various keys. For the
most part cryptographic keys are extensively characterized
into Private and Public keys. Open encryption is otherwise
called hilter kilter enter encryption and in lieu of private
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encryption is known as symmetric key encryption[2][3]. The
Step7.3: Now discover the x, y arranges in the picture.
private key is known just to your PC, while the general
Step7.4: Opposite the bit estimations of the picture (i.e.: if bit
population key is given by your PC to any PC that necessities
value=01 then make it 10) on the specific directions of (x, y).
correspondence with it in a secured way. In this paper,
That will create the stego picture too.
secured information exchange with the assistance of
Step8: We will produce a prime network of size n x7 and
cryptography with Boolean variable based math and key idea
utilizing the „x‟ values we will create a condition which will
is exceptionally accentuated. Cryptosystems in view of
look like the decimal lattice.
Elliptic Curves are one of the most recent advancements in
Step9: Open Keys: The produced condition from the step7,
Public-Key Cryptography. Proposed 10 years after RSA
prime grid, will be send to the beneficiary. Step10.Private
calculation, they got expanded business acknowledgment and
key: the first picture, the stego picture, the lattice containing
were incorporated into imperative security principles. These
numbers after decimal purpose of the estimations of „Y‟ and
days, they are among the most appealing applicants in new
our equation (said above).
improvements of
Cryptographic plans both in equipment and programming.
B. Decryption Algorithm:
On account of the one of a kind properties of elliptic bends,
Step1: The recipient will get the x and y values in the wake of
the cryptosystems in light of them accomplish a craved
contrasting two pictures lastly get the estimations of y with
security level with fundamentally littler keys than the more
the assistance of the grid containing the estimations of y (after
customary plans (for example, a 160-piece elliptic bend key
decimal focuses).
gives an indistinguishable level of security from a 1024-piece
Step2: The required lattice will be created utilizing the “x‟
RSA key). Another intriguing utilization of elliptic bends is in
values and the prime network which is open.
the supposed character based cryptosystems: in 1984, A.
Step3: We will increase the “x‟ values with the prime
Shamir suggested a conversation starter whether there an
components and will check the aftereffect of the co-effective
open key encryption plan might be assembled in view of
with the created open condition
users‟ characters (individual ID, email and so forth.) as open
Step4: Thusly the collector will create the required lattice
keys, rather than established open key cryptography where
which will contain the paired type of the ASCII codes of the
open keys ought to be approved. The principal completely
scrambled message.
useful such framework was proposed just in 2001, worked in
basic route on elliptic bends.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
The proposed model introduced approach which is a
combination of cryptography and Steganography. The goal of
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this area alongside key era calculation we have
this technique is to put the unauthorized person in a difficult
proposed our encryption and decoding calculation which is
position to determine the presence of information. The dual
fundamentally executed by network. In the calculation from
security approach makes the information more secure .In our
step1 to step6 we characterize encryption, from step7 to step
works we introduce [11]Elliptic Cryptography which is an
10 characterize stegnography.
approach to public-key cryptography based on the algebraic
structure of elliptic curves over finite fields .In this Crypto
A. Encryption Algorithm:
Step1: Take the message to be scrambled from the sender.
method we required small key than the other Cryptography
Step2: Convert it to its 7bits paired frame utilizing the ASCII
method. With our proposed approach anyone can send the
code of the message.
data securely in public network. In this work we generate
Step3: Convert the double type of every expression of the
elliptic curve using matrix which is totally a new method and
message into n x 7 paired framework where n is various
level of security is very high than the other approach based on
letters in every expression of the message.
this topic. To enhance the security and robustness of data
Step4: To get the packed decimal grid of size n x 1, we will
transfer we apply another level of data hiding method which
increase the n x 7 lattice with the conceal framework of size 7
is Stegnography. Stegnography may be apply in various way
x1.
like text, video, image. This time we use image Stegnography.
Step5: We will get n estimations of „x‟ and to get the relating
Today network security is becoming more important as the
„y‟ values we will utilize the equation y^2=x(i)^3+j
number of data being exchanged on the Internet increases.
Where, i = 1 to n (and n is the no. of columns in the resultant
Therefore, the confidentiality and data integrity are required
framework) j is the variable which will continue augmenting
to protect against unauthorized access. This has resulted in an
each time we get a y for a specific x esteem. The underlying
explosive growth of the field of information hiding.
estimation of j = 1.
Step6: Utilizing the recipe we will get (x, y) focuses.
V. CONCLUSION
Step7: Algorithm for plotting the estimations of x, y:
Cryptography is a particularly interesting field because of
Step7.1: Get the estimations of x and y and truncate the
the amount of work that is, by necessity, done in secret. The
decimal estimations of y also.
irony is that secrecy is not the key to the goodness of a
Step7.2: Create a network comprising of the decimal
cryptographic algorithm. Regardless of the mathematical
estimations of y.
theory behind an algorithm, the best algorithms are those that
are well-known and well-documented because they are also
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well-tested and well-studied! In fact, time is the only true test
of good cryptography; any cryptographic scheme that stays in
use year after year is most likely a good one. The strength of
cryptography lies in the choice (and management) of the keys;
longer keys will resist attack better than shorter keys. Our
proposed model is the combination of elliptic curve
cryptography and image steganography. Hence it is much
more secure and much more efficient to put the unauthorized
person in a difficult position in the context of accessing the
secure data. In fact, the plain image is divided into blocks:
data matrix. The proposed cryptosystem uses a different key
for mapping and encryption process and the possibility of
known plaintext attack is highly reduced as the key used
changes with every block and it is generated randomly using
transformation algorithm based ECC.
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